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December 17, 1992 
Clemson, South Carolina 
For your convenience, a First Aid station stalled by a Registered Nurse is located at Portal 0 . 
Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a lire alarm evacuation system. In the event of activation 
as noted by sustained horns and flashing strobe lights - please proceed to the c losest available 
exit. Remain outside the building until lire officials deem the building sale to re-enter. 
No smoking is permitted in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. Cigarette receptacles are 
provided around the outer concourse. 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. Such 
expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully but urgently requested. 
Graduation 
Thursday, December 17, 1992 
11:00 a. m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
The Reverend Steve Plonk 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President Max Lennon 
Recognition of President's Award Recipients 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Max Lennon 
Welcome to New Alumni 
Donald E. Golightly 
President, Alumni Association 
Benediction 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. John H. Walker, University Marshal 
HONORARY DEGREE 
GRADY LESLIE PATTERSON, JR. 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
South Carolinian Grady Patterson has served the State of South Carolina with 
honor and distinction for most of his adult life. 
As State Treasurer since 1966, he has presided over the financial affairs of state 
government during a period in which South Carolina has enjoyed its greatest economic 
growth. A major factor in this growth has been the state's retainment of AAA ratings 
on its outstanding general obligation bonds. Such ratings represent the highest status 
that can be awarded by Moody's Investors Service and Standard & Poor's Corporation. 
Only a few states enjoy such high ratings, and much of the success in retaining such 
financial stature can be directly attributed to Mr. Patterson's fiscal management and 
leadership. 
Mr. Patterson was born and reared in Abbeville County and attended Public schools 
in Calhoun Falls. He enrolled at Clemson, but left after one year to enlist in the Army 
Air Corps in 1942, serving as a World War II Combat Pilot in the Pacific. After the war, 
he earned a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of South Carolina and an 
L.L.B. (Juris Doctor) degree from the School of Law in 1950. 
Prior to being elected State Treasurer, he was with the Attorney General's Office 
for more than seven years. He has considerable experience as a trial attorney in the 
courts throughout the state. 
During his term of office as State Treasurer, Mr. Patterson has held such positions 
as president of the National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasur-
ers. He has served as chairman of the National Association's Tax-Exempt Bond Com-
mittee for many years. He is a member of the National Association of State Treasurers. 
Mr. Patterson is a member of the Government Finance Officers' Association of the 
United States and Canada and currently serves as a member of its executive board. He 
has been a strong supporter of and contributor to the Government Finance Officers' 
Association of South Carolina. He currently serves as chairman of the Public Finance 
Network to address key issues related to tax exemption for South Carolina. He is rec-
ognized nationwide for his fight to maintain the tax-exempt status of state and muni-
cipal bonds. In this effort he has appeared numerous times before Congressional 
committees. 
During World War II Mr. Patterson flew combat in the P-51 Mustang fighter from 
lwo Jima in the Pacific. He served in the Air Force during the Korean War and again 
during the Berlin Crisis in 1961. He has more than 5,300 flying hours of which more 
than 4,200 are fighter time. He is a command pilot. 
In 1984 he retired from the S. C. Air National Guard with 41 years of military 
service and was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal. Upon retirement, the S.C. 
General Assembly promoted him to the grade of lieutenant general. He was elected 
treasurer of the National Guard Association of the United States in October 1990. 
Mr. Patterson has served as president of the S. C. Air Force Association and president 
of the National Guard Association of S. C. 
Clemson University holds Grady Patterson and his lifetime achievements in the 
highest regard, and it is a special privilege to present the honorary degree, Doctor 
of Laws, to him. 
The President's Award 
FRANK S. BARNES, JR. 
FRANKS. BARNES, JR. 
Frank S. Barnes, Jr., president and director of the Rock Hill Telephone Co., has 
spent a lifetime of reaching out. 
In his hometown of Rock Hill, he is a former Chamber of Commerce director and 
past president, a member and former president of the Rotary Club, and a member of 
the American Legion, Elks Club, Masons, Hejaz Shrine Temple, and Huguenot Society 
of South Carolina. 
He is a former director of South Carolina Federal, C&S National Bank and People's 
Trust Co. and a trustee of Catawba School. He also lends his expertise to many tele-
phone-industry endeavors throughout the state. A national past president of the U.S. 
Independent Telephone Association, he was honored with the association's Distin-
guished Service medallion in 1982. 
Like his father, Frank Barnes ' 15, Frank Jr. received an electrical engineering 
degree from Clemson. After commencement in 1942, he served his country as an offi-
cer in the U.S. Army Signal Corps during World War II. 
Clemson, too, has benefited from Mr. Barnes' service. With his family, he has 
established three funds for the College of Engineering in support of the Barnes Fellow-
ship, Barnes Lectureship and Barnes Laboratory, all in the field of telecommunicat ions. 
The University is honored to bestow the President's Award upon Frank Barnes Jr., 
a man whose reach has been far indeed. 
C. HEYWARD MORGAN 
C. HEYWARD MORGAN 
Greenville native C. Heyward Morgan, president and chairman emeritus of Morgan 
Investments Inc., is an acknowledged leader both in the business world and in com-
munity service. 
Before forming Morgan Investments, Mr. Morgan was president and chairman of 
Star Theatres Inc., Star Enterprises Inc., and Star Amusement Co. Inc. and co-founder, 
officer and director of Triangle Construction Co. He has been a director of First 
National Bank - Greenville and of South Carolina National Bank- Greenville. 
Mr. Morgan's leadership has extended far into the civic world. A devoted family 
man, he has still found time to serve as director of the Greater Greenville Chamber of 
Commerce, North and South Carolina Theatres Association, International Gold Cup 
Golf Tournament, Greenville YMCA, Salvation Army Red Shield Club and Greenville 
Blood Center. 
Clemson, too, has greatly benefited from the support and leadership of this 1942 
graduate. Mr. Morgan and his wife, Nancy, have established the H. and N. Morgan 
Foundation Inc. Annual Scholarship Program for outstanding Clemson students from 
South Carolina. 
Mr. Morgan is a member of the Clemson Fellows major gift club and a generous 
supporter of the University's Permanent Unrestricted Endowment. 
For all his outstanding leadership and service, Clemson proudly presents the 
President's Award to C. Heyward Morgan. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Billy L. Amick, Chairman -------------------------- Batesburg 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman -------------------------- Sumter 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ------------------------------ Greenville 
W. G. Deschamps, Jr. ---------------------------- Bishopville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. ------------------------- Columbia 
Harold D. Kingsmore ---------------------------------- Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn ------------------------------------ Columbia 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. ----------------------------- Columbia 
Buck Mickel ------------------------------------- Greenville 
Philip H. Prince ------------------------------ Pawleys Island 
Joseph D. Swann --------------------------------- Greenville 
Allen P. Wood ------------------------------------- Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. ___________________________ Charleston 
William N. Geiger, Jr. ------------------------------ Columbia 
Paul W. McAlister ---------------------------------- Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. ---------------------------- Charleston 
James C. Self ------------------------------ ----- Greenwood 
D. Leslie Tindal ---------------------------------- Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. ------------------------------ Beaufort 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Max Lennon ---------------------- President 
J. Charles Jennett _________________ Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Manning N. Lomax ________________ Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
Milton B. Wise ____________________ Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 
David R. Larson __________________ Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Gary A. Ransdell __________________ Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
G. Jay Gogue ______________________ Vice President for Research 
Almeda Jacks ____________________ Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, Trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its mar-
shal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of 
colors that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were estab-
lished by the American Council on Educa1ion, are as follows: 
College Colors Discipline 
Agriculture Maize Agriculture 
Architecture Brown Fine Arts 
Lilac Architecture 
Commerce & Industry Copper Economics 
Drab Business 
Education Light Blue Education 
Engineering Orange Engineering 
Forest & Recreation Russet Forestry 
Resources Sage Green Recreation Education 
Liberal Arts Dark Blue Philosophy 
White Letters & Humanities 
Cream Social Science 
Library Lemon Library 
Nursing Apricot Nursing 
Sciences Golden Yellow Sciences 
Staff Purple & Orange Academic Support 
Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic cos-
tumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelors' gown is simple and black with Jong, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the univer-
sity's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the discipline studied and the awarding institution. 
First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' lar-
ger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the discipline is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that reg-
istered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military re-
galia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University marshal. Clad in 
a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the Presi-
dent into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close 
of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, 
the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic club-
like shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's pre-
history. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in 
gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) and 
amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the 
late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late 
Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, 
Connie Floyd, the coat of arms represents the historic 
three-fold mission of this institution: teaching, research 
and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided 
into three parts. The bottom contains a series of open 
books representing the concept of teaching as the ba-
sis of the land-grant university. The white of the books 
and the purple of the background designate the teach-
ing mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets 
of calipers and wheat sheaves illustrating the measure-
ment system for research, as well as Clemson's tradi-
tion in agriculture and Extension. The three symbols -
the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also repre-
sent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange cen-
ter shield bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the 
abiding spirit of Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes 
Thomas Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become 
"the people's university" for South Carolinians. It rises 
from a band of purple, orange, white and gold. The 
outer pair of colors, purple and gold, are the official 
colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETI, Acting Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Gregory William Arburn-,.,--.,.,..-=--=-----,-,--,----,,------------------ - - Princeton, IN 
B.S., Purdue University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Hedonic Price Analysis of the United States Flue-Cured Tobacco Market 
Advisor: Dr. Michael D. Hammig 
Alberto Antonio Borges Fallas .,--,-,C7"_,,=--:c-7.---- ----------- - - San Jose, Costa Rica 
L.l .C. , Universny of Costa Rica ; M.A. , Williams College 
Dissertation: Franchise Rules in the Context of Sports Leagues 
Advisor: Dr. Michael T. Maloney 
Entomology 
Jill M. Gordon Pittsburgh, PA 
A.A. , Colorado Mountain College; B.S., Furman University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Environmental Effects on Oviposition Strategies in the Smokybrown Cockroach Perjolaneta fu!iajnosa 
(Serville) 
Advisor: Dr. Patricia A. Zungoli 
Adam Edward Muckenfuss Charleston, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.L.A., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Assessment of Natural Mortality of Diamondback Moth on Collards in Coastal South Carolina Using Cages, 
Insecticides, and Field Sampling 
Advisor: Dr. B. Merle Shepard 
Food Technology 
Donald Brian McClellan~~-:-:-------------------------Anderson, SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Protein Interactions with Formed-In-Place Membranes 
Advisor: Dr. Ronald L. Thomas 
Thomas Guy Reynolds_~-:--:------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., Mississippi State University 
Dissertation: Sintered Stainless Steel Microfiltration of Poultry Process Waters 
Advisor: Dr. Ronald L. Thomas 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Management Science 
Teodros Getachew Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
B.S., Haile Selassie University; M.S., Wesleyan University 
Dissertation: A Recursive Algorithm for Multiple-Objective Network Optimization With Time-Variant Link Costs 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Kostreva 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Richard Dowling Kalk Simpsonville, SC 
B.M., Furman University; M.ln.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Exploratory Technology Education: A Forecast of the Content for Communications at the Turn of the 
Century 
Advisor: Dr. B. Verner Burkett 
Karen Meredith LaFleur Greenville, SC 
B.S., Limestone College; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Teaching Thinking: Effect of Structured Writing Exercises on Selected Cognitive Operations 
Advisor: Dr. D. Henry Pate 
James Michael Lusk Honea Path, SC 
M.Ed., Ed.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Secondary Remediation Upon Student Achievement on the Extt Exam in South Carolina High 
Schools 
Advisor: Dr. Lloyd H. Blanton 
Gary Lynn Newkirk Hagerstown, MD 
B.S., United States Naval Academy; M.B.A., University of Virginia . 
Dissertation: Competency Training for the Purchasing Profession: The Relationship Between Perceived Competency 
Significance and Training Received by Purchasing Personnel 
Advisor: Dr. Dennis G. Tesolowski 
Deborah Jackson Thomason Rockmart, GA 
B.S., M.Ed., Ed.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Competency, Coping, and Contributory Ltte Skill Development of Senior 4-H Members: A Comparison of 
Rural and Non-Rural 4-H Youth 
Advisor: Dr. Alfred F. Newton 
Jeanne Ellen Lauridsen Ward Seneca, SC 
B.S., Saint Joseph's College; M.P.H., University of Minnesota-St . Paul 
Dissertation: The Effect of Structural Variables on Perceived Upward Influence of Nurse Executives in Hospttals 
Advisor: Dr. Dennis G. Tesolowski 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Ceramic Engineering 
Kuo Tung Chou _ _ ________ ____ __________________ Clemson,SC 
B.S., Cheng-Kung University; M.S., University of Alaska-Fairbanks 
Dissertation: Effects of Processing on Production of Silica Xerogel 
Advisor: Or. Burtrand I. Lee 
Chemical Engineering 
Jose Antonio Briones lrapuato, Mexico 
B.S., De Estudios Superiores; M.S. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Liquid-liquid Extraction of Oleochemical Mixtures Using Water at Elevated Temperatures and Pressures 
Advisor: Dr. Mark Thies 
Computer Engineering 
Balachandar Rajaraman ________ ___ _____ _ _____________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Banares Hindu University; M.S., Drexel University 
Dissertation: Performance Analysis of Concurrency Control Algorithms in Distributed Database Systems 
Advisor: Dr. T. Ward Morgan 
Electrical Engineering 
Jianming Tao_--,---,.-,,,-,-..,-,,,.-,.--,---,-.,-~--=---..,.-,-..,.--,,-------------- Beijing, China 
B.S., Changsha Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Robust and Intelligent Control Multiple Redundant Robotic System 
Advisor: Dr. Johnson Luh 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
David Scott Dawson Alliance, OH 
B.S., M.S., University of Cincinnati 
Dissertation: Effect of Reactor Configuration on Stability of 2,4 Dichlorophenol Biodegradation in Activated Sludge 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. Leslie Grady, Jr. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Wei-Seng Cheng=---,..,""7""-..,..,...,.-...,,--,.-o--=-..,.,--,,.---,--~--~.,-..,.--,,.-----------Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., National Chung Hsing University; M.S., National Chiaotung University 
Dissertation: An Optimal Design Method for Diffusers with Distorted Inlet Velocity Profiles 
Advisor: Or. Tah-teh Yang 
Edward F. Young_,.-~~~~~~---,--~-,.~-~-~-=~-~---------Clemson, SC 
B.A.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Inverse Design of a Slotted Diffuser for Axisymmetric Compressible Turbulent Flow 
Advisor: Or. Tah-teh Yang 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Forest Resources 
Timothy Oliver Adams Columbia, SC 
B.S., M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Implementation and Effectiveness Monitoring of Silvicultural Best Management Practices on Harvested Sites 
in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. Donal D. Hook 
Craig Wallace Hedman ;:.,---,--,-,,---:-:-:--::--:,;-:--:-.,....,---,,----------------Woodcliff Lake, NJ 
B.S., University of Rhode Island; M.S., Duke University 
Dissertation: Contributions of Large Organic Debris by Southern Appalachian Riparian Zones 
Advisor: Dr. David H. Van Lear 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemistry 
Ravindra Vitthal Datar Rajapur, India 
B.S., M.S., University of Bombay 
Dissertation: Synthetic Approaches to 1-Alkoxy-1,3-Dienes and 1,2-Nucleophilic Addttions of Alkyllithiums to Chzral 
Oximes 
Advisor: Dr. Richard Karl Dieter 
Supriya Ghagare Lagu -=--~---------------------------Atlanta, GA 
B.S.C., St. Xaviers College 
Dissertation: 23Na NMR Studies of Counterion Binding to Polyelectrolytes 
Advisor: Dr. H. Garth Spencer 
Kuangsen Sung Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., National Chung-Hsing University; M.S., National Defense Medical Center 
Dissertation: Synthesis of Fluoropolymers Containing Strongly Acidic Sulfonimide Functional Groups, Chemistry of Bis 
(Trifluoromethylsulfonyl) Methane, and Layered Structures Of a,w-Difunctional Salts 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. DesMarteau 
Computer Science 
Prashant Kamalakant Khambekar --,----=--c--,-~---,,,---,..,---,-----,,.------------- Bombay, India 
B.T., Indian Institute of Technology-Bombay; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Dynamic Load Balancing on Distributed Memory Systems 
Advisor: Dr. Roy P. Pargas 
Mathematical Sciences 
Eric Bibelnieks Spartanburg, SC 
B.S., Wofford College; M.S., Clemson University 
Disserrtation: Backbone Network Design and Some Results on Tolerance Graphs 
Advisor: Dr. P. M. Dearing 
Tracy Ann Bibelnieks Ogema, WI 
B.A., Saint Olaf College; M.S. ,Clemson University 
Dissertation: Time Series Analysis of Variation in Fiber Assemblies 
Advisors: Dr. J. R. Brannan and Dr. J. P. Jarvis 
Terri Anne Johnson Clemson, SC 
B.S., Ball State University; M.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: New Linear Programming-Based Solution Strategies for the Quadratic Assignment Problem 
Advisor: Dr. W. P. Adams 
Deda Zheng Shanghai, China 
M.S., Shanghai Railway Institute 
Dissertation: On Polychrome Tree in Edge-Colored Complete Graphs 
Advisor: Dr. R. E. Jamison 
Quan Zheng Shanghai, China 
B.S., Fudan University 
Dissertation: Integral Global Optimization of Robust Discontinuous Functions 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Kostreva 
Microbiology 
Patricia Kay Beetham-=-,-"C7-,--c,--~=-=---.,..,-.,--.,.,----------------Raleigh, NC 
B.S., Appalachian State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: lgG and lgA in Turkeys Vaccinated with Pasteurella Multocida Measured by ELISA 
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Glick 
Wenren Chaung Tainan, Taiwan 
S.S., National Taiwan University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Cloning and Characterization of Putative Promoter Soybean DNA Sequences Responding to IAA Induction 
in E. coli and Soybean 
Advisor: Dr. Ellis L. Kline 
Physics 
Matthew John Marone Emerson, NJ 
B.S., Rochester Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Growth, Characterization and Elastic Properties of Bismuth Based High Temperature Superconducting 
Whiskers 
Advisor: Dr. Guebre Xabiher Tessema 
zoology 
Douglas Joseph Durbin ______________________________ Louisville, KY 
B.A., M.S., University of Louisville 
Dissertation: Investigations of an Energy-Regulated Steady-State in Simple Aquatic Systems 
Advisor: Dr. James E. Schindler 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
AND MASTERS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETT, Acting Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Wayne King Vissage ___ Mountain Rest, SC 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE 
JoAn Strine Hudson ______ Pendleton, SC John Jacob Zimmerman _______ Marshall, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agronomy 
Methode Bacanamwo _____ Bujumbura, Burundi Sarah McFerrin Kennerly ______ Due West, SC 
William Curtis Frantz Middleborough, MA 
Animal and Food Industries 
Dale Lynn Carr __________ Sedalia, MO Gavin Harrison Poole _______ Surfside, FL 
Suhendra Kartika Jakarta, Indonesia 
Animal Physiology 
Dawn Marie Eberhardt Caledonia, MO 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Mae Lee Adams Hafer Brevard, NC 
Entomology 
Ahmad Nil Dahlan Palu, Indonesia 
Environmental Toxicology 
Dale Joseph Hoff ________ Hendricks, MN Kimberly Anne Trust _______ Huntsville, AL 
Horticulture 
Noida Alvaran Biglete __ Laguna, Philippines 
Nutrition 
Jeanne Ejigui Bitondo ____ Ebolowa, Cameroon Karin Berit Kolb ______ Ludwigsburg, Germany 
Yun Huang Canton, China 
Plant Pathology 
Margaret Ann Chastain Kosinski __ Liberty, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Manabendra Changkakoti. ____ Guwahati, Assam Wendy Ellen Grainger _______ Lake View, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Mark Lee Bassett ________ Greenville, SC Elizabeth Hankins Lee ______ Spartanburg, SC 
Karen Erica Cooper Dover, DE Deanna Marie Taylor Spartanburg, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION 
Sameh Medhat Elsheikh -------,.,..,...- Cairo. Egypt 
Steven Louis Farmer Waynesboro, VA 
Jan Wolter Jager Greer, SC 
SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Garry James Moyer ______ Simpsonville, SC 
Penny Liss Moyer Simpsonville, SC 
Gregory Steven Sommer Lexington, SC 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Elizabeth Frances Keller _____ Williamston, SC William Arnold Sizemore ______ Silver For1<, UT 
Jon Dominic Manginelli Smyrna, TN Jay Richard Watkins Dayton, OH 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Brenton Hardy Amyette Camden, SC Jennifer Lynne Judd _______ California, MD 
Stephen Dwayne Anthony Dacusville, SC Sapna Sumant Kumbhani Bombay, India 
Todd Randolph Atkins Easley, SC Charles Hard Lawton Ill Greenville, SC 
Alex Sebtt Bakheit Juba, Sudan Andrew Scott Leach Vandalia, OH 
Joseph Dorman Barbee Spartanburg, SC Thad Parrott Leister Winston-Salem, NC 
Michael David Batson Lexington, SC Linc Parton McDaniel Rutherfordton, NC 
William Bailey Bennett, Jr. Lancaster, SC Teresa Sue McKinney Anderson, SC 
Serge Beraud Bandel, France Pamela Diane Melton Liberty, SC 
Shailesh Sharad Bokil Bombay, India John David Mitchell Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Lynn Bolton Greenville, SC Angela Pace Morris Inman, SC 
Joseph Nicholas Boutross Jacksonville, FL Narayan Laxman Naik Gonehalli, India 
Jon William Campbell Marietta, GA Phillip Allen Ollar Greenville, SC 
Julantta Chaiprapal Bangkok, Thailand Barry Steven Phillips Martinez, GA 
Jerry Thomas Charles, Jr. Columbia, SC Michael Jay Polen Easley, SC 
Timothy Powell Childers Anderson, SC Richard Mclean Porter Greensboro, NC 
Lynn Foster Dale Spartanburg, SC Karen Wilson Ravan Campobello, SC 
Reynold Danesi Greer, SC Gary Wayne Rhoden Greenville, SC 
Stephen Wayne Deschamps Wisacky, SC Teresa Holmes Richardson Simpsonville, SC 
Steven Anthony DiPietro Herndon, VA Michael Robert Safford Pensacola, FL 
Daniel Leonard Austin Dobson Greenville, SC Marcia Lee Schenck Somerville, OH 
Thomas Francis Doherty, Jr. Walpole, MA Pamela Winchester Shull Greenville, SC 
Maurice Edward Durschlag ___ McClellandtown, PA Steven Dale Smith Greenville, SC 
Stephen Ira Epstein Anderson, SC Matthew William Spear South Trenton, NY 
Philip Stephen Floyd Greenwood, SC Alan Clay Spearman Greenville, SC 
Michele Gilbert Richmond, VA Frank Michael Starosto Spartanburg, SC 
Kristal Deneen Gillespie Six Mile, SC Gregory Charles Stier Herndon, VA 
Christy Lynn Good Dunwoody, GA Ronald Nelson Thompson Greenville, SC 
Glenn David Goodman Tampa, FL Kerem Tuncer Istanbul, Turkey 
Alisa Duke Gunter Landrum, SC Michael Everett Vorp Ithaca, NY 
David Milton Haas Eagle River, AK Susan Elizabeth Wierks Spartanburg, SC 
Michael Lee Hanna Manchester, GA David Randolph Bryan Wilson Reidsville, NC 
Sue Harper-Poss Greenville, SC John Keith Wing Piedmont, SC 
Timothy Andrew Holck Tryon, NC Steven Smith Wood Gaffney, SC 
Jerry Evans Hunter, Jr. Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Steven Crisp _________ Robbinsville, NC Robert Daniel Heath _____ Franklin Springs, GA 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Diane May Chassey --------~ Tilton, NH Chii Ching Grace Sun _______ ~Clemson, SC 
Pramit Kumar Das Bombay, India Jianlin Zhai Rudong, China 
Xian Meng Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Industrial Management 
Sinan Mehmet Bilgin _______ Istanbul, Turkey Pauline Bolton Moser _______ Cincinnati, OH 
Bruce Wayne Bratton Gaffney, SC Jonathan Martin Page Seneca, SC 
Jordan Harris Indian Harbour Beach, FL William Charles Sloan Islip Terrace, NY 
Robert Baker Hasbrouck Clemson, SC Timothy G. Spencer St Louis, MO 
Bradley Burton Jones Irmo, SC Terrance Alonzo Toney Triana, AL 
Douglas Paul Moore Anderson, SC Patricia League Wilson Sandy, UT 
Textile Chemistry 
MingJun Liu Shandong, China 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Teresa Davis Barnett Elberton, GA 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Gary Norvin Bruhjell _______ Anderson, SC William Glenn Garrison, Jr .. _____ Anderson, SC 
Nancy Graham Creech Anderson, SC Will iam Benton Osborne Lexington, SC 
Ellis Edwin Eshelman Simpsonville, SC Jean Marie Styron Statesville, NC 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
Kim Elizabeth Alexander _______ Salem, SC 
Jean B. Bahan Simpsonville, SC 
Robin Lynn Kilsby ___ ____ __ Seneca, SC 
John Roland McKinney, Jr. Greenwood, SC 
Jennifer Gwen Becton Kings Mountain, NC Patricia Ann Meredith Greer, SC 
Elizabeth Riggs Crockett Greenville, SC Jeanne Marie Mondor Greenville, SC 
Arlene F. Culver Seneca, SC Jeffrey Frank Neal Anderson, SC 
Samuel Ross Grant Seneca, SC Ann Featherston Owens Greer, SC 
Olivia Martha Hendrix Clemson, SC Deborah Keys Peterson Fayetteville, NC 
Mary Catherine Hernandez Townville, SC Sandra Kaye Prock Olympia, WA 
Elaine Hoover Hiott Easley, SC Susan Jan Stonecypher Seneca, SC 
Lisa Anne Hopkins Townville, SC Paula Alexander Williams Easley, SC 
Kim Lee Kelley Lake City, SC Catherine Lynn Yost Taylors, SC 
Elementary Education 
Diane Karen Conley ___ _ ___ Springboro, PA Nancy Holliday McGehee ______ Anderson, SC 
Eleanor Mitchell Ivester Toccoa, GA Lori Carol Yol1< Hartwell, GA 
Reading 
Alicia Jacobs Hill _________ Taylors, SC Cynthia Hollingsworth Rampey ___ Greenwood, SC 
Secondary 
Carolyn Ann Brice -------~- Easley, SC 
Cai Pei Cao Shanghai, China 
Tina Mendenhall Sneed Easley, SC 
Special 
Lisa Allred Houston _______ Piedmont, SC 
Gretchen Pace Keene Greenville, SC 
Educat ion 
Rebecca Addie Turpin ______ ..., Walhalla, SC 
Lisa Cann Wardlaw Anderson, SC 
Education 
Kimberly Meeks Shuey -----~ Piedmont, SC 
Harriette Jane Tucker Williamston, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
Cynthia Caroline Beresh-Bryant ---~ Liberty, SC Wilbert Denning Meeks, Jr. ____ Simpsonville, SC 
Eddie Hue Byrd Greenville, SC Katherine Ann Michels Spartanburg, SC 
Brian Troy Chambers Anderson, SC Marie Wideman Murphy Easley, SC 
Russell Keith Evans Anderson, SC Larry Norman Greenville, SC 
Randy George Fern Mauldin, SC Miranda Prater Seneca, SC 
Wayne P. Frady Seneca, SC Linda J. Rice Clemson, SC 
Susan Denise Gurley Anderson, SC Linda Faye Shirley Greenwood, SC 
Tarenna Sue Heard Anderson, SC Leonard Anthony Voyles Taylors, SC 
Kenneth Boyce Keasler Fair Play, SC James Everette West, Jr. Simpsonville, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Michael D. Ackerman _______ Scotland, SD Eric Douglas Wells _ _ _____ Rutherfordton, NC 
Thomas Anthony Tierney Isle Of Palms, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
L. Curtis Arnold _________ Clemson, SC James Gregory Jones ____ __ Summerville, SC 
Stephen Todd Bradley Greenville, SC 
Electrical 
Joseph Martin Kinsella, Jr. ----~ Haver Hill, MA 
Michael Scott Rawles Franklinville, NC 
Bernard Todd Robb, Jr. Oklahoma City, OK 
Robert Allen Sarbieski Plaistow, NH 
Engineering 
Wallace Francis Smith. _____ Brick Township, NJ 
Ajay S. Tank Manalapan, NJ 
Martin Henry Van Leeuwen Oswego, IL 
Kim Michelle Wall Leesport, PA 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Gina Marie Bright~~------Wilmington, DE Tammy Lynn Wyatte _____ __ .Burlington, NC 
Michael David Schmidt Maitland, FL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agrlcultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Matthew Vaughan Bramblett Columbia, SC Marco Tulio Mejia _______ Guayaquil, Ecuador 
Bioengineering 
Elizabeth Devereux Claassen ______ Fairfax, VA John Scott Pletzer ______ ~~~Seneca, SC 
Matthew Ray Meyer Sidney, OH Karen Renee Rogers West Columbia, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
John Jairo Restrepo _ Colombia, South America 
Clvll Engineering 
Anadi Jauhari _________ Lucknow, India Robert Paul Patterson _____ Hendersonville, NC 
Mark Edward Kistler Charlotte, NC Jeffrey Lee Reck Westminster, MD 
David Andrew Montgomery Columbia, SC Timothy William Rickbom Isle of Palms, SC 
Franklin Santino Pajaro Charleston, SC Scott William Walkowicz Seneca, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Krishnan Balakrishnan _______ Clemson, SC Sandeep Ramprakash Sharma ____ Nagpur, India 
Steven Roberts Durrill Radford, VA Sarbjeet Singh Sokhi Bombay, India 
Stefan Hege King Spartanburg, SC Roy Allen Timm Summerville, SC 
James Jefferson Millard High Point, NC Randolph Gordon Young Simpsonville, SC 
Stephen Haskell Robinson Greenville, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Kenneth Wayne Bauman ______ ~ Taylors, SC 
Benjamin David Bryant Columbia, SC 
Veernag Choudary Pamulapati ___ Hyderabad, India 
Jeffery Tomas Richardson Franklin, OH 
Christopher Grey Burnette Fletcher, NC Ronald Stanley Scott, Jr. Dyer, IN 
Jonathan Perry Dowling Morganton, NC Ronald Casper Speagle, Jr. Mt Clemens, Ml 
Jonathan Allen Kidney Seoul, Korea Daniel Victor Svensson San Diego, CA 
Marion David Leviner Fayetteville, NC Srinivas Varadan Bangalore, India 
Scott Craig Martindale Greenville, SC Dow-Ping Wong Singapore, China 
William Edmond Norton Ill Fort Ruckes, AL John Steven Wysocki Forest Hills, NY 
Engineering Mechanics 
Roger Douglas Cordes ___ Fayetteville, AK 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Amy Lynn Bryce ___________ Troy, Ml Ralph John DiCosty _ _ _______ Canton, Ml 
Charles Loren Jason Davis Mohnton, PA Lauren Rae Hildebrand Roswell, GA 
Glenn Robert DeHollander Greenville, SC Stephen Daniel Miller Ridgefield, CT 
Michael Allen Dennis Leesville, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Vivek Vinod Karnik. _ ______ ~ Bombay , India Hari Prasad Pothuganti. ______ Hyderabad, India 
Mayur Mehta Hyderabad, India 
Mechanical Engineering 
Prasad Balakrishnan ______ Coimbatore, India Marc Gilles Long _ _______ Cannes, France 
Jon Mark Barker Ruston, LA Mark William Pinson Honea Path, SC 
Alan Wayne Bennett Spartanburg, SC Hussain S. Sheriff Mymensingh, Bangladesh 
Augustin Paul Caillard Dijon, France Kishore Sirivelu Hyderabad, India 
Kai-Sheng Chang Clemson, SC Selvakumar Vedamuthu Madras, India 
Timothy Allan Conover Clemson, SC Shyh-Jen Wang Taipei, Taiwan 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Wendy Whitlock Silver Creek, NY 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forest Resources 
Janet MacAlpine Watt Hampton, VA 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Timothy Scott Brown ________ Greer, SC Laura Shevaun Green ______ Anderson, SC 
Donna Marie Chmielewski Raleigh, NC Calvin Lewis Holton, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Annette Christine Funk Aiken, SC Esther Kay Martin Westminster, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Susan Smith Schmitt ___ Sharpsburg, GA 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Diane Finley Forrester------~ Easley, SC Vickie Cheryl Moore~ _______ Asheville, NC 
Lisa Marie Kyle Greenville, SC Sybil Diane Tipton Smith Lyman, SC 
Carolyn Blanche Mega Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Botany 
Stormy Paige lngold _____ Charlotte, NC 
Computer Science 
John Nelson Baker _______ Ronkonkoma, NY Srinivasa Rao Ramayanapu ____ Vijayawada, India 
John Stanley Cox Sparta, NC Trisula Pani Siripurapu Hyderabad, India 
Douglas Michael Dyer Charlotte, NC John Tuggle Thorpe Charlotte, NC 
Angela Lynne Holland Bel Air, MD Rohini Chandru Tolani Bangalore, India 
Chen Hu Beijing, China Aamir Waheed Rawalpindi, Pakistan 
David Carlton Lee Walhalla, SC David Eugene Willard Greenville, SC 
Govindarajan Narassah Madras, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Robin S. Baumgarner ______ Powdersville, SC Teresa Leigh Trumble ______ Salisbury, MD 
Wendy Ruth Cullen Columbia, MD Jyh-Ren Yang Taipei, Taiwan 
Kefu Na Shenyong, China Beiyi Zheng Shanghai, China 
Linda Kelleher Schmidt Ottawa, OH 
Microbiology 
Khaled Fouad Kamel _______ Cairo, Egypt Jung-Ho Kim ___________ Central, SC 
Physics 
Kanta Das ___________ Calcutta, India Darren Tibor Verebelyi _______ Galesburg, IL 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and 
Floyd Daniel Elliott~ _____ Galivants Ferry, SC 
William Charles Macpherson Myrtle Beach, SC 
John Ashley Maroney Greenville, SC 
Applied Economics 
Tamiko Tee Peart Marietta, SC 
John David Saffold..,.----------=B'""'ri"'tt-on's Neck, SC 
Agricultural Education 
Terry Ransome Eades _____ Mountain Rest, SC Lisa Michele Good-,---,------Anderson, SC 
Robert Craig Evans Abbeville, SC William Benjamin Snipes, Jr. Abbeville, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Benjamin Scott Few _________ Greer, SC Kermit E. Johnson _________ Easley, SC 
Agronomy 
.. Robert Eugene Etheridge __ Bowman, SC 
Animal Industries 
Angela Alina Alexander ______ Greenville, SC Kimberlee Ann McCullough ____ Myrtle Beach. SC 
Arthur David Amick II Batesburg, SC Lloyd Arnold Newman Ill Aiken. SC 
Brian Lee Beer Richburg, SC Everette Scott Ouzts Saluda, SC 
John Thomas King Leesville, SC Jamison Seibron Temples Chapin, SC 
Stephanie Michelle Maxey Norris, SC Dannielle Threas Voorhis Lexington, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wiidiife Biology 
Otis Lynn Allen, Jr. ______ ~Sycamore, SC 
Daniel Edward Ashe Spartanburg, SC 
Kenneth Meldrum Simmons, Jr. ____ Varnville, SC 
Arny Carol Sparano Monroe, NY 
Dana Lauren Hill Greenville, SC William Randolph Swilling, Jr. Easley, SC 
Don Kevin Lowrey Greenville, SC Scott Alan Watson Johns Island, SC 
'Todd Lathan Sett Parksville, SC Darren Reed Wilcox Cumberland, ME 
Food Science 
Barbara Ann McDonald ______ Charleston. SC Christi Ann Poston ________ Lugoff, SC 
Horticulture 
•James Hugh Brownlee ______ Laurens, SC Paul Brian Query ________ Mooresville, NC 
Bradley Joseph Couchenour Fort Mill, SC David Kenneth Rickenbaker St Matthews, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Crenshaw Jefferson. GA Paul Sheppard Thompson Anderson, SC 
Michael Tate Evatt Central, SC 'Thomas Heyward Townsend Charleston, SC 
Kirkland Lewis McDonald Greenville, SC Laura Kay Whitmire Pickens, SC 
David Meyle Meldrum Aiken, SC William Bradley Wilson McCormick, SC 
Packaging Science 
John R. Ballentine ______ ~_Clemson, SC Leon Gregory Leckie _______ Piedmont, SC 
Robert Pearce Dennen Lawrenceville, GA 
Pre-Professional Studies 
'Ella Lea Ahearn _______ Georgetown, SC .. Katrea Denean Howard ____ North Augusta, SC 
'"David Allan Gallagher Brandon, FL Judith Paige Millsap Kingsport, TN 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
Scott Wilson Anderson ___ Charleston, SC 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Julie Anne Crow Irmo, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Kenneth Wade Chaloux _______ Stratford, CT 'Paul Garrett Langston ______ Charleston. SC 
Andrew Brigham Chapman Woodbury, CT 
Design 
Katie Elizabeth Anderson ___ Hilton Head Island. SC 'Karen Ferguson Lebeda. _____ =- Laramie, WY 
'Michael Richard Andrews Little Falls, NY Michael John Manzi Greensboro, NC 
Jeffrey Scott Cowart Greenville, SC Timothy Joseph O'Brien Hamilton, NJ 
Scott Edward Craven Charleston, SC Louis Anthony Russo Ill Hatboro, PA 
William Bryan Feagin Greenville, SC Lisa Louise Sabatino Oradell, NJ 
•Jon Michael Kegle Charleston. SC Alexander Downing Shapleigh Cincinnati, OH 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
JIMMY DON SHERIFF, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Gregg Allen Hughes _______ Annapolis, MD Jennifer Lori Perkins _______ Greenville, SC 
Philip Edgar Hux Atlanta, GA Alisha Courtenay Sarratt Charleston. SC 
... Petra Marie Johnson Kassel, Germany 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Wendy Elizabeth Airlie ColoradoSprings, CO Joseph Briggs Price _______ Cullowhee. NC 
... Bridget Denise Davis Williston, SC 'Martha Waring Rentz Alpharetta, GA 
Michael James Denny Sumter, SC Kimberly Edna Resta Clemson, SC 
Justin Chadwell Eddy Chicago, IL Elizabeth Helen Samson Toms River. NJ 
William Dean Falls Greenville, SC Erica Ann Seawright Greenwood, SC 
Ashley Elizabeth Gordon Charleston. SC Tracy Renee Steele Lancaster, SC 
Brian Marvin Graham Mechanicsville, VA James Ralph Swindal Ill Hanahan, SC 
Terrance K. Graves Columbia, SC William McDaniel Tindal Ill Columbia. SC 
Krista Michell Hawkins Anderson, SC Cheryl Omera Towner Charleston, SC 
Catherine Elaine Hoyt Mt Vernon. IL Andrew Canthon Vogt Macon, GA 
Brian William Judski _______ Binghamton, NY t'Cynthia Lee Wahlbom Roswell, GA 
Jeffrey Todd Kemp Greer, SC Brenda LaDan Washington Hopkins. SC 
Kimberly Diane Kirkland Lugoff, SC Alison Paige Webb Gaffney, SC 
Martin Charles Neuhaus Clemson. SC Nicole Renee Young Charlotte, NC 
George Karl Papa Fort Lee. SC 
Economics 
Catherine Benton Cleary Naples, FL Christopher Reid McCarter _____ .Kernersville, NC 
William Scott Crampton ___ ~_ Cooperstown. NY t"Michael Stephen Shealy Cayce. SC 
Peter Robert D'Angio Lake Ronkonkoma, NY David Scott Shipley Gray, TN 
Jonathan Reed Duke Pocomoke City, MD Bradley Samuel Sklare Fairfax. VA 
Glenn Andre Foster Piedmont, SC Catherine Decoster Verdin Simpsonville. SC 
Russell Lewis Hallauer, Jr. Alexandria. VA 
Financial Management 
.. Deborah Anderson Laurel, MD David Whilden Lawton _______ Greenville, SC 
Joey Audwin Anderson Ridgeland, SC 
Marc Jason Andrews Los Gatos. CA 
Christopher William Lesley Pelzer. SC 
Steven Alexander Lewis Anderson, SC 
Julia Irene Basinger Greenville, SC Todd Martin Lorbach Greenville, SC 
Robert Yves Beauregard Simpsonville, SC Donald Chad Mccurley Anderson. SC 
Franklin Carroll Blanton II Nichols. SC Thomas Anthony Metz Cincinnati, OH 
Dirk R. Borgman Wilmington. NC Jeffrey Stephen Morris Upper St Clair, PA 
.. Christopher William Borras ___ North Augusta. SC Kevin Walker Northrup Sanford, NC 
Todd Michael Campana Spartanburg, SC Lloyd Dwayne Parnell Greenville, SC 
Wendy D. Cepin Chester, VA John Michael Phillips IV Piedmont, SC 
Crystal Dione Davis Fort Mill. SC Gregory David Protiva Vienna. VA 
David Malcolm Drexler Atlanta, GA Clayton Daniel Rash Port Orange, FL 
Michele Leigh Faulkner Spartanburg, SC Robert Wayne Shealy, Jr. Batesburg, SC 
Christopher Douglas Ginn Anderson, SC Steven Douglas Smith Walhalla, SC 
John Anderson Gowan Reidville, SC 
William Stephen Greiner ________ Lancaster, PA 
Todd Houston Smith York, PA 
'Lyn Lawrence Story Greenville, SC 
Martha Ellenor Hinson Thomaston, GA William Webster Styne Rockville, MD 
Erik Jean Hollimon Cleveland. OH Alison Kendall Tutt Dunwoody, GA 
Leslie Lynn Hucks Anderson. SC Charles Thomas Watts, Jr. Aiken. SC 
John Christopher Humanitzki Brandon, FL 
Courtney Lynn Johnson Irmo, SC 
David Mclauchlin Welty Blue Bell, PA 
Lee Matthew West Ill Wisacky, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Kesser ____ West Columbia, SC James Alan Whiting Basking Ridge, NJ 
Industrial Management 
Franklin Alexander Avinger _____ ~Amarillo, TX 
James William Burroughs Anderson, SC 
Kelly Ann Olsen Summerfield, NC 
Kenneth Berton Sandifer, Jr. Mullins, SC 
Travis Stanley Dawkins, Jr. Greenwood, SC Brian Robert Scott Landrum, SC 
Curtis James Feagin Summerville, SC •James Phillip Stover Greenville, SC 
Robert Gilmore Graham Bristol, TN David Paul Symborski Pendleton, SC 
Joseph Kyle Nealy Loris, SC t• .. Michael Patrick Trish ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Management 
Korin Sue Armstrong Long Valley, NJ Richard Charles Lynch _______ ~ Union, NJ 
Samuel Wayne Axson, Jr. North, SC Ashley Todd Mahon Laurens, SC 
Jennifer Ann Barrett Kings Park, NY Angela Celeste McAbee Blacksburg, SC 
Robert Samuel Bashore Lynchburg, VA Robert Marion Millen Clover, SC 
George Everett Bresnihan Charleston, SC Francis Kevin Monahan Trumbull, CT 
William Earl Bruce Greenville, SC •christopher Scott Moore Ocean Cijy, NJ 
Scott Allen Burns Dunwoody, GA Margaret Stadler Myers High Point, NC 
Timothy Wayne Cannon Greenville, SC Robert Frank Nelson Greer, SC 
Allison Elizabeth Cathey Hickory, NC Douglas Duke Niebur Rockville, MD 
Christie Allison Cavalaris Greenville, SC Charles Edmund O'Brien Clarksburg, MD 
John Michael Champlin Somers, NY David Bernard Payne Ooltewah, TN 
Barbara Caroline Coleman Columbia, SC Timothy Steven Peele Spartanburg, SC 
James Williamson Cooper Silver Spring, MD Beth Anne Perlman Columbus, OH 
Catherine Ann Crane Rockville, MD Robin Marie Prescott Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jeffrey Page Crouch Seneca, SC John William Riser, Jr. West Columbia, SC 
·Heather Ann Czeczok North Augusta, SC Lee Michael Roberts Lugoff, SC 
Deborah Denise Dawsey Spartanburg, SC Joseph Ander Ross Rock Hill, SC 
Christine Falkie Newtown Square, PA James Harvey Sauls Saluda, SC 
Derrick Travis Farr Greenville, SC Christy Schuneman Satellite Beach, FL 
David John Finn Mandeville, LA Martin Haywood Schwiers Greenville, SC 
Duncan Lee Fisher II Hauppauge, NY Robert Thompson Smith Laurens, SC 
Christopher Harvey Freshwater ____ Columbia, SC Kevin Paul Spencer Columbia, SC 
Charlotte Leigh Gunti Dunwoody, GA Angela Joyce Sullivan Roswell, GA 
Geoffrey Bladon Hardaway Greenville, SC Pearse Alan Tormey Drogheda, Ireland 
Wayne Aaron Hinds Columbia, SC Edmond J. Velilla Chapin, SC 
Aaron Paul Jersild Columbia, SC David Mac Vinson Greenville, SC 
Andrea Jennifer Johnson Charleston, SC Kelly Leann Walker Laurens, SC 
Jon Sheriff Land Seneca, SC George Lewis Wells, Jr. Manton, NJ 
David Craig Lawless Piedmont, SC Frances Elizabeth Wheeler Anderson, SC 
John David Leaphart Leesville, SC Vernon Craig Williams Columbia, SC 
Sandra Michelle Ligon Taylors, SC .. Bradford Stuart Woodard Princeton, NC 
Marketing 
Jonathan Grimes Arant ________ Orlando, FL •Geoffrey Leonard Kane ---~North Augusta, SC 
Ron J. Bertoni Salisbury, MD .. Kelly Anne Keeton Rocky Mount, NC 
Brian Herschel Brewer Abbeville, SC David Anthony Luciano Middletown, NJ 
Julie Kristin Calhoun Columbus, OH David Christopher Mccarter Greenville, SC 
Lucius DeBruhl Cobb, Jr. Irmo, SC John Robert McCoy, Jr. York, SC 
Kenneth Mark Dixon Beaufort, SC Stephens Roper Moss Trenton, SC 
Henry A. Dreyer Cranford, NJ Rikki Michelle Peace Woodruff, SC 
Mark Patrick Duffy Stuart, FL Paige Heather Poltrack Dunwoody, GA 
Thomas Otto Durst Greenville, SC Kimberly Jean Russo Dunwoody, GA 
Michelle Lynn Edwards Walterboro, SC ·Andrea Kristin Sanders Leesville, SC 
t• Jennifer Lynn Gates North Palm Beach, FL Shayla Jenea Steen Greenville, SC 
Toni Michelle Haney West Linn, OR Martha Catherine Stout Anderson, SC 
Kenneth Darrell Hawkins, Jr. Greenville, SC •Nicholas Michael Thomas Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Dana Leigh Holland Woodruff, SC Jean Donnelly Weiss Kinnelon, NJ 
Kenneth Golden Humphries, Jr. Rock Hill, SC Jennifer Claire West Signal Mountain, TN 
David Alan Jackson Crofton, MD Brooke Williams Dunwoody, GA 
Scott Randolph Jenkins Silver Spring, MD Audrey Lynn Zahn St Petersburg, FL 
Textile Management 
Laurin Hughes Baiden _______ Columbia, SC 
Joseph Christian Bandy Easley, SC 
•Jennifer Michelle Domina ----~--Powell, TN 
James Franklin Jarrett Ill Spartanburg, SC 
Julia Louise Bradford Chester, SC Richard Michael Kelley Easley, SC 
Stacey Bryan Bridges Gaffney, SC Steven Scott Kilpatrick Hendersonville, NC 
Margaret Ellen Dillard Anderson, SC Brian Frank Little Belton, SC 
Textile Science 
Courtney Rebecca Gregg Easley, SC 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
GORDON WALTER GRAY, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
.. Mary Elizabeth Baldwin Hendersonville, NC ·Della Lynn McCoy _ ______ ~_Seneca, SC 
Catherine Detweiler Crews Hampton, SC Angela Michelle Pike Spartanburg, SC 
Laurie Ann Dale Seneca, SC .. Joni Frances Strawhorn Greenville, SC 
Alicia Neal Darby Anderson, SC .. Tracy Sirmans Thornton Greer, SC 
•Jeannine Maynard Despeaux ____ Greenville, SC Susan Russell Timmons Conway, SC 
Julie Anne Ferguson Greenville, SC Sarah Elizabeth Vaughan Central, SC 
Elementary Education 
•Hope Morgan Atyeo Sandy Springs, SC James Robert Moore _____ Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Nancy Ann Baldwin Miami, FL Shannon Leigh Moore Union, SC 
t .. Erica Christine Boling Sumter, SC •Julia Elizabeth Odom Columbia, SC 
Patricia Michelle Bridwell Taylors, SC 'Monica Anne O'Quinn Greer, SC 
Kimberly Dawn Brown Duluth, GA Stacey Anne Padgett Greenville, SC 
Lorie Anne Cathey Anderson, SC Sharon Michelle Phillips Greenville, SC 
'Heather Jane Cone Estill, SC Pamela Katharine Reynolds Oakton, VA 
Jill Moody Crabtree Easley, SC t' .. Sheri Vickery Richey Anderson, SC 
'Tammy Denise Crooks ______ Kingstree, SC Ann Margaret Schwartz Moore, SC 
Radhika Damera Greenville, SC Elizabeth Allen Shaw Sumter, SC 
'Shannon Chaney Davis ____ Simpsonville, SC Laura Elizabeth Shirley Lugoff, SC 
Marsha Alane Elrod Pickens, SC Sarah S. Simmons Atlanta, GA 
Susan Rebecca Estridge _ _____ Anderson, SC 'Michelle Lynn Snyder North Augusta, SC 
Nancy Jean Greener ____ Spring Lake Heights, NJ Kristine Marie Stadelman College Station, TX 
... Tami Renee Hedrick Pearisburg, VA Janet Melissa Timmerman Modoc, SC 
Susan Maria Hepler Sumter, SC ·sherry Lynn Vardy Easley, SC 
DeAnna Marie Hough Greenville, SC 'Sallie Towles Walker Greenwood, SC 
Katherine Elizabeth Inabinet Camden, SC Alison Lee Watson Maitland, FL 
Davina Felicia Johnson Trenton, SC 'Marti Anne Wells Greensboro, NC 
.. Martina Ruth Looser Greenville, SC 
Susan Renee Melton ------- Lancaster, SC 
Terri Michelle Wilson Myrtle Beach, SC 
Laurie Anne Woods Piedmont, SC 
Dorothy Kathlene Merritt _______ Sumter, SC Jonathan Eugene Woody Clemson, SC 
Secondary Education 
Erin Denise Aiello Chapin, SC .. Paul Charles Hopey _ _____ Mountain Rest, SC 
Noelle Marie Allaman Denville, NJ Tonya Robin Mims West Columbia, SC 
.. Susan Marie Bedingfield ____ Pendleton, SC AnnMarie Nault Eliot, ME 
Lisa Young Cole - ----- -- Boiling Springs, SC Polyxeni Bill Skenteris Greenville, SC 
Teresa Lynn Cox Greenville, SC Terry Lucas Sowell Florence, SC 
.. Angelique Kimber Elrod Anderson, SC Roni Sue Wallace Charleston, SC 
Mark Hampton Holliday Pickens, SC Mitchell Guy Yeargin Taylors, SC 
Bruce Westbury Holt Silver Spring, MD Andrew Lee Youngblood Jonesville, SC 
Special Education 
... Linda Karpa Hansen Clemson, SC 
Jennifer Marie Otten Union, SC 
·Rosemary Ann Prarat ------~Greenville, SC 
··Angela Lynn Quick Gardendale, AL 
.. Angela Michelle Phillips _____ Greenville, SC ·Helen Lorena Wright Starr, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
Laney Earle Allen Rock Hill, SC Elissa Louise Irvin ~------ Kiawah Island, SC 
Robert Nicholas Barrett Huntington, WV Claudiette Amelia Pressley Nesmith, SC 
Matthew Leon Bresee Naples, FL Melinda Anne Ross Mooresville, NC 
Kimberly Ann Bruce Greenville, SC Amy Louise Sutter Atlanta, GA 
Tonia Michelle Carroll Graniteville, SC Todd Alan Swanson Conway, SC 
Martha Ann Cicerelli - - ---- -- Syosset, NY John Thomas Taylor Anderson, SC 
Rebecca Burwell Gaskin ______ Alexandria, VA Amy Renee Uhl Johnson City, TN 
Jennifer Helen Henderson _ _ __ Tallahassee, FL Michelle Lisa Warakomsky Fairfax, VA 
Theresa L. Hodges Loris, SC 
Industrial Education 
Charles Lane Allen _______ ~Anderson, SC 
Derek Alan Brown Spartanburg, SC 
Marlon Ricco Mccorvey ______ Tuscaloosa, AL 
Jeffrey Alan Powell Greenville, SC 
Norris Anthony Brown Conway, SC • Marcelie Tucker, Jr. Whitmire, SC 
Kelvin Todd Hankins Camden, NJ Brian Alexander Watson Easley, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Tiffany Ann Foster ________ Little Silver, NJ •Margaret Ruth Privette ______ Pendleton, SC 
Kyle Jeffrey Locke Greenville, SC 
Thomas James Mclaughlin Greenwood, SC 
Sheila Denise Todd Conway, SC 
Arthur Friend Walton Sumter, SC 
Science Teaching 
Allison Anne Black ________ ~Seneca, SC 
•Jennifer Lynne Carter Pendleton, SC 
Victor Channing Parker ______ New Castle, DE 
Kelley Lynn Williams Lancaster, SC 
Amy Catapang Maula Ladson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Gary Griffin Cox __________ Sumter, SC Thomas Owen Pritcher ________ Vance, SC 
James Steven Kenny Crystal Lake, IL ·charles Kenneth Webb Clemson. SC 
Yasmin Claudia Mazdab Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Ceramic 
Mieke Anne Beck ---------=_Tampa, FL 
Barry Shane Bolding Greenville, SC 
Douglas Marlowe Cash Detroit, Ml 
•Julia Elizabeth Creech Charleston, SC 
William Arthur Demet Hopewell, VA 
Charles Mason Edens Alvin, SC 
Barry Neil Ellis Simpsonville, SC 
Michael Patrick Fahey Charleston, SC 
.. David William Girvan Leesville, SC 
Engineering 
Javier Emilio Gonzalez ______ Spartanburg, SC 
Dennis E. Mitchell Spartanburg, SC 
Karen Elizabeth Pees Centerville, OH 
Lisa Michele Ruger Doraville, GA 
Stephen Craig Sawyer Greenville, SC 
James Alan Snipes Hartsville, SC 
Robert H. Thompson Timonium. MD 
Michael David Walker Fair Play, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Barry Monroe Burnett _____ ~Spartanburg, SC Carl Britton Rabon _________ Lugoff, SC 
Joseph Rhett Cathcart Surfside Beach, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Malcolm Morrison Baldwin. ____ McClellanville, SC Joseph Keith Jumper ______ ~Lexington, SC 
Gregory David Beck Goose Creek, SC Marty Tina Lance Greenwood, SC 
John Michael Black Charleston, SC Susan Penelope Lawrimore Georgetown, SC 
Stephen Vance Blackwelder Fort Mill, SC Matthew Todd Lindner Sumter, SC 
Bradley H. Bucy Rock Hill, SC John Michael Maddock Columbia, SC 
Dennis Vandiver Clinkscales Greenville, SC James David Mccutchen, Jr. Kingstree, SC 
Dennis Glen Combs Ft Myers, FL Marc Christopher Montano Bridgewater, NJ 
James Jerry Crawford Ill North Augusta, SC •••Derek Ronald Moore Seneca, SC 
Jeffrey Todd Daniel Chester, SC David McCarthy Murray Ill Simpsonville, SC 
•David Laurens Despeaux Easley, SC Jeffrey Warren Poole Greenwood, SC 
John William Fleming Summerville, SC Craig Mitchell Ramsey Hickory Grove, SC 
James Ralph Freeland Greenville, SC Travis Franklin Runion Greer, SC 
James Matthew Freeman Sumter, SC t .. Renee Holly Sacker Baltimore, MD 
George Blake Giddens Sumter, SC Suzanna Marie Sanders Greenville, SC 
Harley Alvin Hood Bonneau, SC .. Stanley Jarrell Sm~h II Gilbert, SC 
David Scott Jablonsky Newtown, CT Curt Lloyd Stewart Charleston, SC 
Bryan Lee Jones Bamberg, SC •Jamie Lee Thompson Clarksville, MD 
James Michael Jones Abbeville, SC Michael Duane Zaitz Myrtle Beach, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Scott Allen Brock__, _______ Anderson, SC 
Mechel Delaine Busby Estill, SC 
•Michael Norbert Milde-occ-cc-------Greenville, SC 
Sheela Narayanaswamy Nadig Columbia, SC 
Michael Richard Carter Greenwood, SC James Edward Tench Lexington, KY 
Bradford Heeth Farr North Augusta, SC Rajnish Uchhana Greenville, SC 
Timothy Mark Hardin Smyrna, SC David Bradley Ware Nashville, TN 
J. Finley Lee Ill Chapel Hill, NC Jason David Welsh Edgefield, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
James Lawrence Alexander, Jr. ____ Sumter, SC James Berry Crain ----------Aiken, SC 
Rodney Nolan Armstrong Easley, SC Robert Tatum Fletcher Hartsville, SC 
Christopher James Aversano Clemson, SC Michael Thomas Frazier Landrum, SC 
Donald Ray Ball Greenup, KY Robert Maurice Gates, Jr. Springfield, VA 
•Ronald Ray Ball Wurtland, KY Robert John Gramann Franklin, TN 
t" .. Richard Landrum Brackett Rock Hill, SC Wyck Christopher Hebert Clemson, SC 
t• .. Robert Collier Walhalla, SC •Harold Joseph Henderson Laurens, SC 
Tracey Michele Cousart Tega Cay, SC Randal Wallis Holt California, MD 
Electrical Engineering (continued) 
Robert Nalhan Hughes Summerville, SC Paul G. Sigmon __________ Taylors, SC 
Roy Michael James Pelion, SC Mordecai Smalls Vance, SC 
Phillip Russell Kreider Florence, SC Mark Slephen Speer Marietta, SC 
Tazewell Jay Logue Greenwood, SC t' .. Rodger Handford Taylor Tega Cay, SC 
De Andria Charlayne Love Atlanla, GA James Richard Timms Ninety Six, SC 
Brian K. Markle Cape May Court House, NJ Robert Brian Turner Myrtle Beach, SC 
''Brian Christopher McCachren Denver, NC Marek Conrad Walkowiak Clemson, SC 
Sean Mark Pattison Aiken, SC John Anthony Willoughby Nichols, SC 
Frank B. Rosado Mclean, VA Mark Andrew Young Florence, SC 
Luvella Bonita Shaw Mayesville, SC Fredric C. Zust Madison, OH 
'Christopher Scott Shuman Georgetown, DE 
Engineering Analysis 
... Stephen Lloyd Bushay ___ Northfield, NJ 
Industrial Engineering 
Elbert Hubbard Arledge Ill _______ Tryon, NC Sarah Elizabeth Holladay _____ Charleston, SC 
Aimee Hartman Betz Reading, PA Dawn Marie Lang Locust Grove, VA 
Thomas O'Bryan Bookhart Oak Ridge, TN Elliott Darren Major Sumter, SC 
William Robert Bowers Colorado Springs, CO •Rhonda Leigh Mathis Cleveland, TN 
Joseph Sterling Bruce Laurel, MD Melissa Dianne McAbee Woodruff, SC 
Peler Lamar Calamas Columbia, SC Lasonya Melissa McPherson Ridgeland, SC 
Harold Douglas Clark Summerville, SC John Glover Mobley, Jr. Winnsboro, SC 
Tina Evette Collins Spartanburg, SC James Bradford Moffatt Fairfax, VA 
Todd Andrew Dailey Newnan, GA Todd Michael Nelson Florence, SC 
Reed Douglas Dallmann Hudson, OH 'Margaret Morris Nichols Kingsport, TN 
Steven Mark Dorrlty Doraville, GA Paul James Owen Gibsonia, PA 
Gerard Lynwood Greene Allanta, GA Robert Lance Robertson Laurens, SC 
Sandra Jean Gwinn Spartanburg, SC Elaine Christina Szelela Flanders, NJ 
Mechanical Engineering 
t"'Donald Harold Abercrombie Easley, SC Corey Joseph Hammond _____ Westbrook, ME 
Charles Bedford Allen Clemson, SC Brian Matthew Hunler Lexington, SC 
Jeffrey Scott Bailey Aiken, SC 
t'"Albert Edward Browder __ Colonial Heights, VA 
Alex Hugh Kazmierczak Potomac, MD 
"Michael Scott Kersey Baton Rouge, LA 
'"Nathaniel David Bruchey Port Deposil, MD Thomas Roland King, Jr. McBee, SC 
Douglas Richards Buchanan Unionville, PA Stephen Lee Matthews Lake City, SC 
t' .. Bonnie Beth Bunton Branchville, SC Stephen Lewis Miles Hartsville, SC 
t'Mark Frederick Coughlin Lexington, MA 'Brian Keith Milks Little Valley, NY 
David Alan Crook Greenville, SC Joseph Weldon Parsons Columbia, SC 
'Brandon T. Currier North Truro, MA Pete C. Pearson Seneca, SC 
Jeffrey John DeMars Ada, Ml Marion Bryan Pittman Spartanburg, SC 
Thomas Allen Dillard Ill Greer, SC Sam J. Shicks Clemson, SC 
William Matthew Drumm Copake, NY Lauritz Jeffcoat Smitt Hartsville, SC 
Jon William Dukes Lexington, SC Stephen Richard Stickler Washington, PA 
Gregory Andrew Erwin Hatboro, PA t"Michael Ross Stiteler San Diego, CA 
Brian Darrick Ethredge Charleston, SC 'Harold Charles Surface Ill Vienna, VA 
Daniel Kevin Ezell Seneca, SC William Barber Sykes Ill Greenville, SC 
Geoffrey Scot Fletcher Waldorf, MD David Keith Thomas Columbia, MD 
Jeffrey John Fodi Vero Beach, FL Robert Gary Thompson Ill North Augusta, SC 
•John Kenneth Fricano Prospect Heights, IL t'Charles Edward Tonkin Ill Knoxville, TN 
David Gaines Grant Sumler, SC ' Laura Ann Varajon Romeo, Ml 
'Heidi Michelle Greene Simpsonville, SC .. Joey Dwayne Whitten Anderson, SC 
David Wayne Grose Rock Hill, SC David Bryan Young Charleston, SC 
Ajay Kumar Gupla Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Forest Resource Management 
Palrick Haney Flaherty ______ Washington, DC Burrell Raymie Segars _ _ _ _____ Sumter, SC 
Chel Fred Foyle Pendleton, SC Daniel Hagood Stuckey Pinopolis, SC 
Charles Aubrey Mixon, Jr. McBee, SC Walter James Williamson Kingstree, SC 
Clinton Scott Pellum Walterboro, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and 
Janet Elizabeth Barnes .,-------,.,Anderson, SC 
Margaret Elizabeth Barrett Huntington, WV 
Amy Carroll Bashor Easley, SC 
Craig Raymond Blackshire, Jr. Greenville, SC 
David Scott Bridges Jacksonville, FL 
Deborah Lynn Dawson Atlantic Beach, FL 
Edward Robinson Dearing Atlanta, GA 
Tara Gay Drake Anderson, SC 
Kory Donovan Duncan Batesburg, SC 
Lisa Anne Elders Georgetown, SC 
Kenneth Scott Hayes Conway, SC 
Benjamin Harrelson Jolly Spartanburg, SC 
Tourism Management 
Frances Rebecca Jolly Edgefield, SC 
Kimberly Ann Maza! Columbia, SC 
Tara Eve McClendon Saluda, SC 
John Peter Miley Brunson, SC 
Mary Audrey Morrison Isle of Palms, SC 
Courtney Raynor Neal Florence, SC 
Monica Lynne Phillips Springfield, VA 
Timothy Alan Rigsby Asheville, NC 
Suzanne Marie Shank Marion, SC 
•Katharine Ann Stowe Rock Hill, SC 
Melanie Shannon Strickland ___ West Columbia, SC 
Sarah Hamilton Thaxton Greensboro, NC 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
English 
Jennifer Paige Ackerman ______ Lancaster, SC Lory Leigh Jackson-------- Rock Hill, SC 
•Bruce Edward Baker Easley, SC .. Ann Margaret Kissam Cameron, SC 
Wendy Jade Blackwood Gaffney, SC Melissa Lynn Magee Clearwater, FL 
Gina Lynn Collins Charlotte, NC Dana Elizabeth Phillips Orangeburg, SC 
Courtenay McNeill Cone Columbia, SC Meredith Boyher Reese Altoona, PA 
Katherine Annette Cooke Greenville, SC ·oouglass Michael Rostick Greenville, SC 
George Winfred Greene Greer, SC Craig Erik Schoenbauer Centre Harbour, NH 
Macky Thomas Hall Chevy Chase, MD Barbara Lynn Stoddard Gray Court, SC 
Sean Craig Hanzelik Chattanooga, TN Kathrine Blair Stokes Cheraw, SC 
History 
Henry Carter Alden, Jr. ______ ~Charlotte, NC Jennifer Lane Johnson ~-----Spartanburg, SC 
William Chad Goforth Greenville, SC Haralambos Dimitrios Mihas Oetrott, Ml 
Robert Jason Goings Belvedere, SC Michael Brett Nelson Summerville, SC 
James Wyman Gross Sullivans Island, SC Melissa Diane Proffitt Charlotte, NC 
Michael Joseph Hayden Windsor, CT Jack Ranson Windell Ill Fort Mill, SC 
Language and International Trade 
Daren Armen Arakelian _______ ~ Troy, NY 
Thomas Kevin Beck Clemson, SC 
Thomas Joseph Blau Loudonville, NY 
Julie Elizabeth Burton Fairfax, VA 
Curtice Elizabeth Collins Kitty Hawk, NC 
Cara Jane Gifford Cold Spring Harbor, NY 
Richard Burke Goodloe, Jr. Atlanta, GA 
Heidi Ruth Harrelson Moncks Corner, SC 
Margaret Dana Hollingsworth Greenwood, SC 
David Ross Jackson Conyers, GA 
Thomas Ford McEntire Maryville, TN 
James Dale Slankard Herrin, IL 
Sandra Christine Tedeschi __ Ohahran, Saudi Arabia 
Tracy Carolyn Wingate Southboro, MA 
Philosophy 
•Bruce Edward Baker _____ Easley, SC 
Politi cal Science 
Stephanie Lynn Burton _______ Seaford, DE 
·william Robby Chumley Reidville, SC 
Thomas William McGee Ill ----~- Columbia, SC 
Susan Jean Mcsweeney East Hampton, NY 
Tammi Ann Costanzo Gambrills, MD Kelvin John Moore Seneca, SC 
Nancy Layton Dilks Cherry Hill, NJ Michael Anthony Nocilla Newburgh, NY 
Kimberly Ann Fore Anderson, SC David Reginald Poli, Jr. Enid, OK 
Alice Melissa Geter Spartanburg, SC Stephen Charles Pratt, Jr. Simpsonville, SC 
Matt Sherwood Hayes Conway, SC Steven Blakely Smith Simpsonville, SC 
James Arthur Hill Ill Greenville, SC James Christopher Stephens Walhalla, SC 
Charles Ruegger Holderness Manassas, VA Bennett Everett Strickland Cumberland, MD 
Psychology 
Patrice LaMae Abercrombie ____ Greenwood, SC Julie Anne Mclnchok _______ Columbia, SC 
Angela Helen Baiz Greer, SC Mary Christine O'Brien Clearwater, FL 
Suzanne Michele Beam Helena, AL Louis John O'Keefe Lynnfield, MA 
Gregory Francis Buckley Orlando, FL Shanda Jean Owens Hemingway, SC 
Anthony Paul Galluscio Clemson, SC Michael Dee Smith Greenville, SC 
Teresa Ann Gastley Easley, SC Mary Mattison Weeks Central, SC 
Michael Earl Harpster Ridgewood, NJ April Lynn Winningham Holly Hill, SC 
Patricia Isabelle Hernandez Saratoga, NY Gary Dennis Zimmerman Cocoa, FL 
·Mark Elliot Krohn Dallas, PA 
Socio logy 
Michael Anthony Benson ____ ~_Charlotte, NC Thomas Mood Marchant IV _____ Greenville, SC 
Amy Susan Bishop Southampton, NY Richard Kir1< Mcleod Ill Sumter, SC 
Jeffrey Scott Boothe North Augusta, SC Jamey Allen Meekins Lake View, SC 
F. Neil Ellison Belton, SC Robyn Janelle Phillips Irmo, SC 
Tricia Ann Manning Mountain Rest, SC Jessica Francine Thompson Ninety Six, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
English and History 
Murray Noel Turner lll _ __ Spartanburg, SC 
English and Political Science 
Valerie Marie Assantes Suffield, CT 
English and Psychology 
Sheila Celeste Chaplin ___ Charleston, SC 
History and Political Science 
Jacqueline Cherrelle Ross Iva, SC 
Political Science and Spanish 
Alyson Gayle Price St Louis, MO 
Psychology and Sociology 
Barbara Ann Br~z Charleston, SC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
.. Cynthia Denise Campbell Greer, SC ... M. Leigh Miller Anderson, SC 
Melissa Dor\ena Carter Lamar, SC ... Tammy B. Morton Westminster, SC 
Michael Wilson Cole Anderson, SC DeAnn Opal Orr Seneca, SC 
Kelly Ann Cox Taylors, SC Miranda Ann Poole Westminster, SC 
Kathy Minnie Cox Cromer Easley, SC Laura Alice Price Ware Shoals, SC 
Shawn Lynette Dean Anderson, SC "Rosemarie Duran Raedy Clemson, SC 
'Sandra Gilley Dickson Anderson, SC Lenora C. Rosenberger Newry, SC 
Carmen Dohrendorf Anderson, SC Robyn Beth Rowley Brick Township, NJ 
Lee Ann Gardner Westminster, SC Shannon Collier Sauls Hanahan, SC 
Cynthia Michelle Gerisch Easley, SC delorme Shelton Sellers Greenville, SC 
Kimberly Ann Hamilton Greenville, SC '"Glenda Gilstrap Snyder Easley, SC 
Valencia Karen Hawthorne Seneca, SC Connie Denise Butts Tannery ___ Westminster, SC 
"Kelly LeAynne Hewins Lugoff, SC Anna Maria Thompson Florence, SC 
Kelly Hendry Jordan Anderson, SC Bonnie Leigh Tinsley Easley, SC 
Michelle Cherry Kluge Greer, SC Janet Lea Tripp Brunson, SC 
Karan Brooks Krstovic Greenville, SC Pamela Joy Walker Central, SC 
Julie Elizabeth Ladd Liberty, SC Jennifer Leigh Webb Easley, SC 
Sharon Lynn McCormack St Matthews, SC Edde Erin Zeigler Orangeburg, SC 
... Christine Foehrenbach McMahan ___ Belton, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Blologlcal Sciences 
Jennifer Lynn Becker _______ Seneca, SC Jennifer Elaine Johnson ______ Greenland, NH 
Philip Alexander DuBois Timonium, MD Barbara Elizabeth Smith Aiken, SC 
Chemistry 
Forest Ray Ford , Jr. ___ New Ellenton, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
Peter Richard Bossman _______ Taylors, SC "'Wendy Lynn Mossbrook _ _ __ Nicholasville, KY 
Biological 
William Jeffrey Ayers _______ Columbia, SC 
Vernon Wayne Bauer Columbia, SC 
Kristen Ann Bruhns Clinton, NJ 
'Elizabeth Kama Dolan Baton Rouge, LA 
t .. 'Benjamin Allen Dunn II Six Mile, SC 
Christopher John Ellis Brewster, MA 
Tiffany LeShell Greer Greer, SC 
Sciences 
.. Jennings Christopher Hollingsworth_ Lancaster, SC 
'Shannon Rebecca Mellichamp lvey_Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Kitson Kaczmarek Amarillo, TX 
Donald Craig Mitchum Columbia, SC 
Michele Lee O'Neill Seneca, SC 
Ashley Kristin Sturgis Vero Beach, FL 
Computer Information Systems 
David Allan Brandon. _____ ___ Hampton, VA Robert Edmond Hailey, Jr. ______ Lugoff, SC 
.. Mui Noi Chng Singapore, China Brian Edward Kirk Silver Spring, MD 
Robert Kyle Crawford Slidell , LA 
Computer Science 
Ali Hussein Almusawa Clemson, SC Wayne Melton Norris, Jr. West Columbia, SC 
'Debra Alford Bagwell Tallahassee, FL Sabrina Burnette Parker Branchville, SC 
Brian Keith Becknell Easley, SC Sanjay G. Patel Goose Creek, SC 
Michael Scott Blalock Moncks Corner, SC 
Bryan James Botkin ---- Lincoln, NE 
Robert Todd Porter Greenville, SC 
Kenneth William Schmidt, Jr. ___ Spartanburg, SC 
Kelly Elainne Harrelson Tarboro, NC William Thomas Screws II Greenwood, SC 
James Henry Hayter Old Greenwich, CT Albert Deason Smith, Jr. Laurens, SC 
'Lance James King Saluda, SC Ronnie James Taylor, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Richard Eric Lyons Suwanee , GA Paul Gregory Weaver Gainesville, FL 
Michael Dean Mefferd Clemson, SC 
Geology 
'Heather Therese Hawkins ___ Los Alamos, NM 
George Edward Dowling IV ___ _ 
Billy Wilson Meeks, Jr. ------· 




Roswell , GA 
Sciences 
'Christina Noelle Persall __ ~~~o---,--=Pelzer, SC 
Scott R. Ponder Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
Microbiology 
Danette Deborah Daniel ____ Bean Station, TN · Malichia Nykia Lee ____ _ ___ Eutawville, SC 
'Shawn Timothy Dewey _____ Bradenton, FL Andrew Kevin Moultrie Raleigh, NC 
Stephen Wayne Durham ·-- --- Easley, SC Stephen Hansel Parker Summerville, SC 
Sonya Laverne Gomillion Aiken, SC 
Physics 
Lee Barry Straus _____ _ Lilburn, GA 
Pre-Professional Studies 
Michael Eugene Domis Irmo, SC 
'Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
''Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3. 70 to 3.89 
... Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to twelve credits of 
honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. They have maintained a minimum 
GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; but circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a 
southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agri-
culture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-1852) 
and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860). 
As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry, 
and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the founding of 
the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership 
in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, 
a political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of American Foresters, 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education. 
Clemson Is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in Its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus 
and at five agricultU1'81 experiment stations located in the State. The University 
is also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
I 
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